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Principal's Message
Hari Om!
Pujya Gurudev Swami Chinmayanandaji opines “The present is the
womb of the future. A greater future happiness can be had only by
investing in the present correctly. Look after the present and the future
will look after itself”. These propitious words of Swamiji expatiate the
consequential necessity to nurture the propensity of youngsters for a
worthier future. The phenomenal success of LITZGLITZ-2K21-A Virtual
International English Fest corroborates VBCV’s triumphant stride over
the impediment inflicted by the pandemic situation. Reinforced with
augmented innovative thinking here we come forward again with
LITZGLITZ-2K22. It is our earnest enterprise to solicit the prismatic hues
of creativity and critical thinking, as well as offer a forum for liberating
their embryonic ingenuity. In the dynamic global stage, amelioration of
literary skills in terms of articulation and creativity can facilitate
confidence and cerebration. It indubitably amplifies cognitive skills,
emotional dexterity and leadership competence. LITZGLITZ, therefore,
epitomises our desire to kindle innovative perception and promulgate
an intrinsic understanding of worldly experience through the expansive
world of literary pursuits. It is our endeavour to fraternise with the
global society and advocate transcendence through the theme of the
fest: Exceeding Excellence. 
I, thus, extend a warm welcome to all school Principals, and anticipate
humongous participation of students. Let the effulgently illustrious
domain of literature and literary skills ignite intellects and luxuriate a
kaleidoscopic exposition of literary aestheticism. 
Thank you!

Ms Mina Wilkhu
Principal
Vidya Bharati Chinmaya Vidyalaya
Telco Colony, Jamshedpur
Ph No:- 0657-2286829/2286965

 



GENERAL GUIDELINES
1. All events will be conducted through virtual mode. 

2. All events are open for schools across India and

abroad. 

3. One entry per event will be accepted from schools. 

4. The Teacher In-Charge of the participating schools

must register for the events through a given Google form

link :- https://forms.gle/8jrmhTG7RPKVsSNh7

 5.The registration forms will be considered valid only if it

is complete in all respects, and received via Google form

link. No email entries will be accepted. 

6. The participants are requested to follow the guidelines

furnished event-wise to qualify for the competition. 

7. All the entries should be submitted through the link

which will be provided for uploading entries (via Whats

App groups) and the file name of video, PPT, picture, etc.

should specify SCHOOL CODE ONLY provided to schools

after registration. (Student’s , teacher’s or Name of the

School should not be affixed with the School Code). 

8. Only Teacher-in-charge should be added to the

WhatsApp group. WhatsApp Group Link should not be

shared with the participants.

https://forms.gle/8jrmhTG7RPKVsSNh7


GENERAL GUIDELINES
 

9. The participant should introduce himself/herself in the

beginning of the video, using school code only. Name or

other specifications of the participants should not be

revealed under any circumstance. 

10.  The time limit of each entry should not exceed the

time limit mentioned event wise .

11. Decision of the jury will be final and binding .

12. E-certificates will be conferred on all the participants

and position holders.

13. Any entry found against the guidelines mentioned

above shall stand disqualified.

14. For further queries, you may contact the respective

event coordinators, between 4:00 PM to 6:00 PM.(IST)

15.Dress code – For events where costume is not

required,  students need to wear white T-Shirt with blue,

black or brown lowers.

16.ENTRIES RECEIVED BEYOND THE DUE DATE WILL NOT

BE ACCEPTED.



ELOQUENT EXPRESSIONS
(Elocution)

Rhythmic Rendition of Resplendence
Category: UKG and I

Specific Guidelines:
1.Only one participant per school is allowed.
2. Participant should introduce himself/herself in the
beginning of the video, using school code only provided to
schools after registration.
3. Participants shall recite a poem based on the theme –
Peace and Harmony.
4. The duration of the unedited video (without any effects or
break) should not exceed two minutes.
5. The language used throughout the elocution must be in
English only.
6. A neat and presentable backdrop must be ensured.
7. Dress code for the event is white T-shirt and blue, black or
brown lowers.

RUBRICS
Thematic Relevance: 10 points
Fluency:10 points 
Intonation:10 points
Confidence and Presentation:10 points
Overall Impression:10 points
Total:50 points



SPRIGHTLY STRIPLINGS
(Fairy Tale Character Enactment)

Rambling Round in a Refulgent Reverie
Category: II and III 

Specific Guidelines:
1.Only one participant per school is allowed.
2. Participant should introduce himself/herself in the
beginning of the video, using school code only provided to
schools after registration.
3. Participants must enact the role of their favourite fairytale
character in a two minute video .
4. The character portrayed by the participants should exude
the theme – Magic for Welfare, well evinced in the speech or
act.
5. Appropriate character based costume and prop is
mandatory.
6. The language used throughout the presentation must be in
English only.

RUBRICS 
Thematic Relevance: 10 points
Expression: 10 points 
Costume and Props: 10 points 
Language Proficiency: 10 points
Overall Impression: 10 points 
Total : 50 points



RHAPSODIC RACONTEUR
(Narration of a Fable)

Flamboyance of Fantasy
Category: IV and V

Specific Guidelines:
1.Only one participant per school is allowed.
2. Participant should introduce himself/herself in the
beginning of the video, using school code only provided to
schools after registration.
3. The participants are required to narrate stories from
famous fables that convey an important central message in
consonance with the theme- Unity is Strength.
4. Participants must strictly avoid any forms of memes or
mimes while preparing the two minute video. 
5. The language used throughout the storytelling must be in
English only.
6. A neat and presentable backdrop must be ensured.
7. Appropriate character based costume and prop is
mandatory.

RUBRICS 
Thematic Relevance: 10 points
Expression: 10 points 
Costume and Props: 10 points 
Language Proficiency: 10 points
Overall Impression: 10 points 
Total : 50 points



MESMERIC MAGNILOQUENCE
(Declamation)

Enunciate the Incredible and the Influential 
Category: VI , VII and VIII

 Specific Guidelines:
1.Only one participant per school is allowed.
2. Participant should introduce himself/herself in the
beginning of the video, using school code only provided to
schools after registration.
3. Participants need to articulate a famous speech by any
global leader.
4. The chosen speech must be congruent to the theme –
Selfless Service.
5. The language used throughout the declamation must be in
English only .
5. The duration of the video should not exceed two minutes.
6. A neat and presentable backdrop must be ensured. 
7. Appropriate character based costume and prop is
mandatory.

RUBRICS 
Thematic Relevance: 10 points 
Intonation: 10 points
Stance and Expression: 10 points 
Confidence and Presentation: 10 points
Overall Impression: 10 points
Total: 50 points



PROLIFIC PARNASSIANS
(Rendition of a self- composed poem)

“The crown of Literature is poetry"- William Somerset
Maugham

Category: IX and X
Specific Guidelines:
1.Only one participant per school is allowed.
 2. Participant should introduce himself/herself in the
beginning of the video, using school code only provided to
schools after registration.
3. Participants shall render a self- composed poem in a two-
minute long, video, in consonance with the theme-
Reimaging the world hereafter.
4. A neat and presentable backdrop must be ensured. 
5. The language used throughout the presentation must be in
English only.
6. Dress code for the event is white T-shirt and blue, black or
brown lowers.

 
RUBRICS 

 
Thematic Relevance: 10 points
Creativity: 10 points 
Cohesiveness: 10 points 
Verbalization: 10 points
Overall Impression: 10 points
Total: 50 points



MAJESTIC MASQUERADE
(Dramatics)

Submerge in the Shakespearean Sphere of Sublimity
Category: XI and XII

Specific Guidelines 
1. A group performance with maximum five  participants per
school is allowed.
2. One participant should introduce the group in the
beginning of the video, using school code provided to schools
after registration.
3. The scene presented by the participants should exude the
theme- Disguise and Mistaken Identities, well evinced in the
three-minute video.
4. The costume of the participants and the props used by
them should be character centric.
5. Participants should provide a glimpse of the
Shakespearean setting in the backdrop.

RUBRICS
 

Thematic Relevance: 10 points
Theatrical effect: 10 points
Collaboration: 10 points 
Costume and Props:10 points 
Overall Impression:10 points
Total: 50 points

 



DATE SPECIFICATIONS
 

Commencement of Registration
July 25, 2022

Last date for registration
August 2, 2022

Notification of School Code and Link for Joining Group

 August 7, 2022
Notification of Link for Uploading Entries

August 23, 2022
Entry submission deadline

 August 30, 2022
 

Declaration of Results
 Last week of September


